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Changes to an
entrenched para-
digm generally follow
the accumulation of
anomalies over time
that reflect inconsis-
tencies in system
function, challenge
the existing system
structure, and ulti-
mately lead to crisis
or revolution. The
current state of wild-
fires in the West sug-
gests our US fire
management system
is indeed approach-
ing crisis. We have
never been able to
extinguish all fires despite essentially
limitless suppression funding. Each
passing year wildfires are becoming
larger and more intense, increasing
risk to valued resources as the “perfect
firestorm” develops due to a changing
climate, accumulated fuels at land-
scape scales, and the ever-expanding
WUI and other human infrastructure.  

The emerging paradigm questions
whether we should even attempt to
extinguish all fires across all owner-
ships—policy discussions and deci-
sions have largely recognized the eco-
logical role of fire and its usefulness as
a management tool, particularly on
federal lands. But our current fire
management system tends to extin-
guish potentially “good” fires under

modest weather conditions, which
would burn more consistent with his-
toric burning patterns and ecosystem
effects. It is simply easier to suppress
fire under those conditions, and it is
the safest decision when viewed singu-
larly and simply as “suppress or not.”
Ironically, by default, this singular and
simple decision tends to create the
“bad” fires under extreme weather
conditions that have no historic paral-
lels. This is an odd and destructive
pathology often referred to as the
“wildfire paradox” or “firefighters trap.” 

Such self-destructive behaviors grad-
ually develop over time and they persist
via socio-political inertia until some-

thing happens to break the dysfunc-
tional cycle. That break in this specific
pathology might be forced by the ongo-
ing changes in our climate, federal
budgets, and/or workforce constraints.
Nonetheless, we will need to end our
reluctance to actively manage/use wild-
land fire for resource benefit, which
necessarily requires the sustainable
management of all natural resources
that comprise the fuel for fire. The
question is whether this fundamental
change will precede or follow the ulti-
mate crisis.

There is little doubt about the his-
toric role of fire in forests throughout
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Ponderosa pine forest in Central Oregon with a history of thinning and repeat-
ed prescribed fire, demonstrating a contemporary open-forest condition.
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North America and much of the world.
Fire has been a reality for millennia
given natural ignitions; our ancestors
recognized this fact, co-existed with
fire, and actively managed it to
improve their lives for food, water,
medicines, and safety. Forest vegeta-
tion and animals individually evolved
adaptations to fire; the forest as an
ecosystem evolved with fire regimes of

various frequencies, intensities, and
spatial patterns that are fundamental
to the development of their structure,
composition, and function. For exam-
ple, ponderosa pine and associated
dry, mixed-conifer forests were resist-
ant to fire—historically, these forests
burned at least every decade or two as
low-intensity surface fires that main-
tained open forest conditions and
grass understories that promoted
ensuing fires. A few trees were killed
here and there to give room for new
individuals to grow into the main
canopy, creating a forest that con-
tained many ages…like a multi-gener-
ational household. In contrast, lodge-
pole pine forests were resilient to fire—
whole mountainsides burned in spec-
tacular fashion, but the blackened
ground was soon covered with seed
protected within the parents thereby
regenerating the forest in one big wave
of children…like a present-day ele-
mentary school! Both resistance and
resilience are valid strategies, and
forests have used these strategies in
some mix for millennia.

Euro-American settlement largely
put an end to that fundamental rela-
tionship between forests and fire. The
expansion of towns and agriculture,
fragmentation of the landscape, fire
suppression, Smokey Bear, and a
favorable climate pattern combined to
limit fire during much of the 20th cen-
tury. Fire histories from hundreds of
research sites conclusively show this
change…and the forests changed with
it. Fuels have accumulated in most of
our forests, and the structural continu-
ity of those fuels, both horizontally
and vertically, has expanded. In addi-
tion, many forests have densified and
experienced significant shifts in
species composition. The role of fire is
now changing as it re-exerts itself
despite our best efforts to exclude it.
Ecological resistance has been lost in
many areas and “mega-fires” threaten
more resources, more human commu-
nities, and more valued resources
every year. Expenditures for suppres-
sion grow; those efforts continue to be
largely successful and therefore tend
to promote more human settlement
into the wildland interface with false
confidence that everything is safe, all
the time. This serves to expand risk
and thereby drive a call for more and
better suppression, but then the fuel
hazard grows and the wildfire paradox
is perpetuated. All of this comes on the
heels of climate projections that sug-
gest wildfires will only increase in
extent and effects.

We can’t physically move mountains
and alter terrain; we have to cope with
the weather we are given and climate
change mitigation remains a wicked
problem unlikely to be resolved any-
time soon. Vegetation will grow, die,
and fuel the next fire, and humans are
not going to leave the wildland-urban
interface—in fact, we are expanding
into it. Therefore, there is only one
point in this emerging crisis at which
to break the positive feedback cycle:
the continuity of accumulated fuels.
There is a backlog of accumulated fuel
that can be viewed as a huge reservoir
of fuel—and that fuel reservoir is large-
ly continuing to fill as forest growth
outpaces harvests and fires combined
(even in recent severe fire seasons). 
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A number of collab-
orative land manage-
ment groups are
attempting to increase
the pace and scale of
forest restoration treat-
ments to turn this tide,
and their efforts are
commendable. But
those efforts are subsi-
dized because they
produce little mar-
ketable material for a
waning industry and
are therefore too scat-
tered and too small to
make much of a differ-
ence. Large wildland
fires have been and will
continue to do most of
“the work” draining the
fuel reservoir. Our choice is between
the current fire management para-
digm—suppressing all that we can and
reacting to minimize the damage when
mega-fires occur—or embracing a
more complex approach that leverages
wildfire’s beneficial side and proactively
managing our landscapes. The former
continues to fill the reservoir until it
sporadically and dramatically drains
large quantities of fuel in relatively
uncontrolled fashions…our current tra-
jectory. Actively managing beneficial
fires offers the alternative for more con-
trolled releases from the reservoir that
will conserve more of our forest
resources and ecosystem services
intact.

This new paradigm that utilizes
wildfire as a tool will build on all exist-
ing efforts to accelerate the pace and
scale of restoration and fuels reduction
treatments in mature forests. This
work should include a major increase
in the use of manager-ignited pre-
scribed fire outside the wildfire season
or during more moderate conditions
within each fire season. For plantation
forestlands, it should include extensive
broadcast burning during site prepara-
tion that, when combined with vegeta-
tion management and stand density
management, reduces the likelihood
of ignition/spread in young stands or
the amount of tree mortality when
exclusion fails. Fine surface fuels must
be monitored at all stand ages and fire
is the only reasonable way to reduce
such fuel loading on a significant scale.

Plus, we gain additional, multiple eco-
logical benefits from prescribed fire.
Our statewide Prescribed Fire Councils
will be engaging with the challenges of
smoke management and liability in
the coming years.

But most of the burning for the com-
ing decades will still be by wildfire and
most acreage will be burned by a small
number of those fires. Stand- and land-
scape-level treatments should therefore
be designed with the inevitability of
wildland fire firmly in mind and forest
management plans need to proactively
detail multiple scenarios under which
future wildland fire is likely. Then, when
the inevitable ignitions happen under
moderate weather conditions, we have
the option to quickly spread the fire for
resource benefit and suppress only at
the edges of large planning areas
(already prepared for such events).

Every one of these new
fires will effectively treat
the local landscape, drain
the fuel reservoir a little,
and provide an edge at
which to stop future wild-
land fires as the landscape
progressively burns. Fire
will behave as it has for
millennia and tend toward
creating a fire resilient
landscape. This is how we
mold a future from our
understanding of the past;
a future where the next
generation won’t have to
pick up the pieces of a
broken system that we left
them; a future where they
can utilize and enjoy
forests as we all had the

opportunity to do. Crisis is only
inevitable when changes to the old par-
adigm are deemed impossible.  ◆
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Dry mixed-conifer forest in Central Oregon two years post-fire.


